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One of my partners recently published an article, Prevent & Detect Fraud Before It’s Too Late. The article
focused on a number of areas and explained how analytics can be used to prevent losses. He noted that
many Los Angeles and Southern California business executives might believe that fraud and embezzlement
are not something that could ever occur in their businesses because they trust their employees.
However, the truth is that fraud and embezzlement can happen in any business, and it’s often long-time,
trusted employees who are the perpetrators. The absence of proper procedures and controls increases the
risk of fraud, but this risk is easily ameliorated with the help of an expert to implement inexpensive basic
daily safeguards.
The vast majority of fraudulent activity involves the misappropriation of assets. Smaller businesses are more
susceptible to this type of fraud because small staffs make it difficult to implement appropriate internal
checks and balances. Losses frequently exceed $100,000, and recoveries are rare.
How to Combat and Detect Fraud
As mentioned above, small and medium-sized businesses can combat fraud by working with an objective,
independent advisor, like an experienced outsourced CFO services provider, who can identify the risks the
company faces and then recommend processes and controls to minimize employees’ opportunities and
ability to misappropriate cash, inventory, or other assets. When added to the analytic tools discussed in the
previous article, this will significantly reduce the risk of loss. For example:
People
1. Hiring procedures for employees who will handle money or be involved with inventory/purchasing must
include background checks. A history of frequent job changes is also a red flag.
2. Use an outside third party (bookkeeper or CPA) to reconcile bank accounts, or at a minimum review
them.
3. Maintain a strong “tone at the top” culture that emphasizes ethical conduct, as the behavior demonstrated
by management will have a strong effect on employees.
4. Train your staff about good internal control procedures, and the importance of following them in their daily
activities.
Processes
1. At least two people must be involved in vendor/purchasing activity and the payroll function to eliminate
the opportunity to create fictitious suppliers or employees or the ability to make unauthorized purchases
that then get delivered elsewhere.
2. Never give one person complete control over the banking activity. There should always be internal
segregation between at least two people related to deposits, check writing, signing and mailing, and the
corresponding recording of accounts receivable and accounts payable activity.
3. Cycle counts and physical inventories must not only be taken, but also reconciled promptly to identify
discrepancies that must be investigated.
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4. Insurance must be carried to cover losses from theft. Commercial crime policies generally include a
number of coverages, including employee dishonesty.
Technology
1. Physical security, including video surveillance, is essential for companies with inventory to discourage
theft/shrinkage.
2. Utilization of lock boxes or ACH payments, or payment software tools like Bill.com also can provide
another level of security. The second person may well be the founder, but it’s essential a second person
is involved.
3. Access bank accounts online using a key fob, which is a two-way authentication system that displays a
numerical code that has to entered by a user before the bank’s Website can be opened.
4. Use Positive Pay, a service available from your bank that ensures that only checks that appear in a file
received from your Company will be processed.
The benefits of implementing processes, controls and monitoring systems for a business are many,
including:
 Early detection of any fraud attempts so they can be stopped immediately.
 Safeguarding the assets of the business.
 Improving the cash flow of the business, including reduced insurance costs.
 Improved investor, lender, customer, and vendor confidence in management's control over the assets
of the business and the ability to perform as promised.
 The ability to produce evidence to support any fraud claims against perpetrators.
In addition, a regular review of your business performance metrics will supplement the processes and
controls mentioned above and will aid in overall management of your business.
Concluding Thoughts
Don’t be naïve and think internal fraud or embezzlement couldn’t happen in your business. Small and
medium-sized businesses are more susceptible to fraud because small staffs make it difficult to implement
appropriate internal checks and balances. An outsourced CFO services provider can identify the specific
fraud risks your company may be facing and help you implement processes and controls to minimize your
employees’ opportunities to misappropriate cash, inventory, or other assets, thus safeguarding your assets
and the profitability of your business.
About CFO Edge
CFO Edge, LLC delivers enterprise-class financial and operational performance solutions to executives
throughout Southern California. Based in Los Angeles, our formerly-seated chief financial officers engage
on demand as part-time CFOs, single-project CFOs, and interim CFOs to help business leaders
successfully resolve pressing challenges and realize their financial and operational goals. At CFO Edge,
we’re passionate about helping our clients create, grow and sustain value. For more information, visit
www.cfoedge.com or call 800.276.1750 Ext 101.
This publication has been prepared for general information on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice on facts and
circumstances specific to any person or entity. You should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific
professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in
this publication. The information contained in this material was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for purposes of avoiding
penalties or sanctions imposed by any government or other regulatory body. CFO Edge, LLC, its members, employees and agents shall not be
responsible for any loss sustained by any person or entity who relies on this publication.
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